
Aunty Acid Breaks The Internet: The Hilarious
Online Sensation You Can't Miss!

Since its inception, the internet has been a breeding ground for viral content.
From adorable animal videos to heartwarming stories, it seems like everyone and
everything has had their moment in the online spotlight. But there's one
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unassuming, middle-aged woman who has been turning heads and breaking the
internet with her unique blend of wit and humor. Her name? Aunty Acid.

Aunty Acid, also known as the Queen of Sass, is a fictional character created by
the talented artist and writer, Ged Backland. Aunty Acid's persona embodies the
sassy, sarcastic, and sometimes straight-up savage nature that many of us can
relate to. With her signature pink curlers, oversized sunglasses, and of course, a
cup of tea in hand, Aunty Acid has become an internet sensation, bringing
laughter and amusement to millions of people worldwide.
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So, how did Aunty Acid manage to break the internet? Well, it all started with a
humble Facebook page. Aunty Acid's page quickly gained traction, accumulating
a massive following in a short amount of time. Her hilarious one-liners, relatable
quotes, and razor-sharp comebacks struck a chord with people from all walks of
life, making her a household name in the online community.

One of the reasons why Aunty Acid has become such a sensation is her ability to
tackle everyday situations with unapologetic humor. Whether it's dealing with
annoying neighbors, pesky telemarketers, or the ups and downs of marriage,
Aunty Acid's witty observations and clever punchlines have resonated with people
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of all ages. Her comedic genius lies in her ability to make light of life's challenges,
making even the toughest of situations seem hilarious.

The artwork that accompanies Aunty Acid's quotes is another aspect that
contributes to her online success. Ged Backland's illustrations bring the character
to life, capturing her iconic expressions and gestures. From eye-rolls to
exaggerated facial expressions, the illustrations perfectly complement Aunty
Acid's sarcastic charm, making her even more relatable and entertaining.

But Aunty Acid's internet domination didn't stop at Facebook. She quickly
expanded her reach to other social media platforms, such as Twitter and
Instagram. Her presence on these platforms only solidified her status as a viral
sensation. With millions of followers and engagements on each platform, Aunty
Acid's comedic prowess continued to captivate and entertain people across the
globe.

In addition to her social media presence, Aunty Acid has also graced the pages of
newspapers and magazines, gaining recognition from traditional media outlets.
Her quotes and illustrations have been featured in numerous publications,
spreading her humor beyond the confines of the digital world. This further
solidified her relevance and widened her fanbase.

Aunty Acid's success is not only limited to her online presence. She has also
ventured into the world of merchandise. From t-shirts and mugs to calendars and
books, Aunty Acid's quirky humor has made its way into various products. Fans
can now surround themselves with her hilarious quotes and illustrations, adding a
touch of sass to their everyday lives.

So, what makes Aunty Acid so irresistible? One could argue that it's her
relatability. We all have those moments when life gets a little too overwhelming or



frustrating, and Aunty Acid's comedic relief serves as a reminder that we're not
alone in our struggles. Her ability to tackle serious topics with humor is a
testament to the power of laughter and its ability to bring people together.

In a world filled with negativity and stress, Aunty Acid provides a much-needed
escape. Her funny anecdotes and witty comebacks offer a refreshing break from
the chaos of daily life. It's no wonder she has become an internet sensation and
beloved character that people can't help but share with their friends and family.

So, the next time you find yourself in need of a good laugh, look no further than
Aunty Acid. Join the millions of people who have already succumbed to her
hilarity and let her break the internet one witty quote at a time. With Aunty Acid,
there's never a dull moment, and laughter is always guaranteed.
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Wickedly witty and wonderfully wise, Aunty Acid is back with a whole new
collection about the world of technology.

Aunty Acid is the sassy senior created to give “the crazy old lady in all of us” a
voice that can be heard from ten blocks away. In Aunty Acid Breaks the Internet,
this feisty senior tells it like it is and has her own unique opinions about
technology, social media, and everything having to do with the digital world.
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Aunty Acid is created by Gad Backland, who had been the creative head of the
humor divisions for both Hallmark and Americans Greetings in the UK until 2007.
His Aunty Acid books are brought to life by the team at the Backland Studio in
Bradford, West Yorkshire, in Northern England.
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